6-8 ounces of water with

get plenty of calcium

it. Then gradually add

may still be at risk for

more

bone loss and osteopor-

calcium

each

week.

osis due to a variety of

Summary

factors. These include vi-

Most studies show that

tamin D deficiency, fami-

low calcium intake is as-

ly history, physical inac-

sociated with low bone

tivity, smoking, alcohol

density, bone loss and

abuse and certain medi-

higher numbers of brok-

cations and medical dis-

en

orders known to cause

bones.

Getting

enough calcium is one

bone loss.

of the many things you
can do to help reduce

References

bone loss. People who

1) www.nof.org
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or less. This is the case

cium citrate at anytime.

when we eat calcium

You can take calcium cit-

rich foods or take sup-

rate supplements either

plements. Taking your

with or without food de-

calcium all at once, how-

pending on your prefer-

ever, is better than not

ence.

taking it at all. Because

Side Effects

the average daily diet

Side effects from cal-

contains about 600 mg

cium supplements, such

of calcium from foods,

as gas or constipation

most people only need

may occur. If increasing

about 600 mg of calcium

fluids in your diet does

from supplements.

not solve the problem,

Try to get your calcium-

try another type or brand

rich foods and/or supple-

of calcium. It may re-

ments

quire trial and error, but

in

smaller

amounts throughout the

fortunately

day, preferably with a

many choices.

meal. You should take

When starting a new cal-

most

supple-

cium supplement, it may

ments with food. Eating

be tolerated better if you

food produces stomach

start

acid

that

amount.

body

absorb

calcium

helps
the

your

with
For

there

a

are

smaller
example,

cal-

start with 200-300 mg of

cium. The body can ab-

calcium every day for a

sorb supplements of cal

week, and drink an extra

* Calcium supplements

block stomach acid, our

should not be taken at

body may better absorb

the same time as iron

calcium

supplements.

does not need stomach

*

Thyroid

citrate

which

hormones

acid for absorption.

be

taken

Calcium Absorption

within four hours of cal-

The body easily absorbs

cium

to

most brand name cal-

prevent interactions (un-

cium products. Calcium

less directed otherwise

supplements

by a healthcare provider

dissolve in the stomach

or pharmacist).

for calcium to be ab-

* Medications that need

sorbed. Chewable and

to be taken on an empty

liquid supplements dis-

stomach should not be

solve well because they

taken at the same time

break down before enter-

as

ing the stomach. The

should

a

not

supplements

calcium

supple-

need

to

ment.

USP symbol on the label

* Consider calcium cit-

also lets you know that

rate supplements over

the

other

supple-

break down and dissolve

ments if you take proton

so that the body can use

pump inhibitors (PPIs)

it.

such as Prevacid, Prilo-

Calcium

sec

best

calcium

and

Nexium.

Be-

cause these medications

supplement

is

when

will

absorbed
taken

in

amounts of 500 - 600 mg
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sium, phosphorus and

labels that state (puri-

vitamin K are also impor-

fied) or have the USP

tant for bone health, but

(United States Pharma-

are usually obtained by

copeia) symbol. The USP

eating a well-balanced

Verified Mark on the sup-

diet. Most experts rec-

plement label means that

ommend

the USP has tested and

take

people

multivitamins

or

found the calcium sup-

supplements only when

plement to meet certain

they are not able to get

standards for purity and

enough nutrients from

quality. Because apply-

foods.

ing for the USP symbol

Safety

is voluntary, many fine

Calcium

supplements

products may not dis-

unrefined

play this symbol. The

oyster shell, bone meal
or dolomite may contain

USP symbol is helpful
,
when you don t know the

lead or other toxic met-

brand.

als.

supple-

Here are a few examples

ments that are made by

on drug interactions be-

known brand names with

tween calcium supple-

proven

ment and other drugs:

made
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that

from

Choose

reliability

for

these types of supple-

* Calcium supplements

ments.

may reduce the absorp-

If you are not familiar

tion of the antibiotic tet-

with the brand, look for

racycline.

Vitamin D (Daily)

A single tablespoon of

19 through 49 years

nonfat

1,000 mg

contains about 50 mg of

400-800 IU

calcium.

50 years and over

some to:

1,200 mg

* Puddings

800-1000 IU

* Homemade cookies

Pregnant & Breastfeed-

* Breads or muffins

ing Women

* Soups or gravy

Calcium (Daily)

* Casseroles

Vitamin D (Daily)

About two-to-four table-

18 years and under

spoons can be added to

1,300 mg

most recipes!

400-800 IU
19 years and over

Other
Vitamins
and Minerals

1,000 mg

Calcium

supplements

400-800 IU

are

available

*NOF does not have spe-

combination

cific vitamin D recom-

mins and other minerals.

mendations

these

Although vitamin D is

age groups. These are

necessary for the ab-

the recommendations of

sorption of calcium, it

the American Academy

does not need to be tak-

of Pediatrics.

en at the same time as a

A Simple Way to Add
Calcium to Many Foods

calcium supplement.

for

powdered

also

Try

milk

adding

with

in

vita-

Minerals such as magne

84

These compounds con-

without a prescription in

tain different amounts of

a wide range of prepara-

elemental

calcium,

tions (including chewa-

actual

ble and liquid) and in dif-

which

is

the

amount of calcium in the

ferent amounts.

supplement.
It is important to read
the product label carefully

to

determine

how

much elemental calcium

NOF Calcium and
Vitamin D Recommendations

is in the supplement and
how many doses or pills

Children & Adolescents

to take. When reading

Calcium (Daily)

the label, pay close at-

Vitamin D (Daily)

tention to the amount

1 through 3 years

per serving and serving

500 mg

size.

400 IU*

Many people ask which

4 through 8 years

calcium supplement they

800 mg

should take. The best

400 IU*

supplement is the one
,
that meets a person s

9 through 18 years

needs based on conven-

400 IU*

ience, cost and availabil-

Adult Women & Men

ity.

Calcium (Daily)

ments
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Calcium
are

supple-

available

1,300 mg

foods we eat, then we

Calcium exists in nature

don?t need to take a

only in combination with

supplement.

Taking

other substances called

more calcium than we

compounds. Several dif-

need

ferent

in

supplements

calcium

com-

does not have added

pounds are used in sup-

benefits and can even

plements,

have some risks. We
,
shouldn t take supple,
ments that we don t

calcium carbonate, cal-

need.

phate.

including

cium citrate, calcium lactate and calcium phos-
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mendations

people,

According to NOF rec-

still need to take a vita-

ommendations:

min D supplement. There

* Adults age 50 and older

are two types of vitamin

need a total of 1,200 mil-

D supplements. They are

ligrams (mg) of calcium

vitamin D3 and vitamin

from all sources* and

D2.

800-1,000

international

Getting too much cal-

units (IUs) of vitamin D

cium from supplements

every day.

may increase the chance

* Adults under age 50

of

need a total of 1,000 mil-

stones and other health

ligrams (mg) of calcium

problems in some peo-

from all sources* and

ple. According to most

400-800

international

experts, the safe upper

units (IUs) of vitamin D

limit for total daily cal-

every.

cium

*This includes the total

sources is 2,000 - 2,500

amount of calcium you

mg.

get from both food and

Calcium Supplements

supplements.

The amount of calcium

People who get the rec-

needed from a supple-

ommended

of

ment depends on the

calcium from foods do

amount of calcium we

not need to take a cal-

get from foods. If we get

cium supplement. Some

enough calcium from the

amount

however,

developing

intake

may

kidney

from

all

messages, muscles con-

who have trouble digest-

tract

ing dairy products be-

and

other

body

functions.

cause of lactose intoler-

Each day, you lose cal-

ance, lactose-free dairy

cium through your skin,

products and lactase en-

nails, hair, sweat, urine

zyme pills are also avail-

and feces. Our bodies

able.

cannot produce calcium.
,
,
That s why it s important

Calcium-fortified

to try to get enough cal-

ments are helpful for

cium through the foods
,
we eat. When we don t

people who are unable

get enough calcium for
,
our body s needs, cal-

their diets. Some juices,

cium is taken from our

milk,

bones.

breads and bottled water

Sources of Calcium

have calcium that has

Food is the best source

been added. If you drink

of calcium. Dairy prod-

soymilk or another liquid

ucts, such as low-fat and

that is fortified with cal-

non-fat milk, yogurt and

cium, be sure to shake

cheese are high in cal-

the container well as cal-

cium. Certain green veg-

cium can settle to the

etables and other foods

bottom.

and

calcium

foods
supple-

to get enough calcium in
breakfast

foods,

cereals,

soy-

snacks,

contain calcium in smaller amounts. For people

Daily Calcium Recom88

you

need

from

food.

Vitamin D supplements

Foods that have vitamin

can be taken with or

D include fatty fish (ex-

without food. While our

amples are wild-caught

body needs vitamin D to

mackerel,

and

absorb calcium, we do

tuna). Vitamin D is also

not need to take vitamin

added to milk and to

D at the same time as a

some brands of other

calcium supplement.

salmon

dairy products, orange
juice, soymilk and ce-

Calcium:

reals.

What You Should Know

Check the food label to

Why Is Calcium Impor-

see if vitamin D has been

tant?

added to a particular

89

product. One glass of

Calcium is important to

milk usually has 25% of

build stronger, denser

the daily value (DV) of vi-

bones early in life and to

tamin D. The DV is based

keep bones strong and

on a total daily intake of

healthy later in life.

400 IU of vitamin D.

About 99 percent of the

Therefore a serving of

calcium in our bodies is

milk with 25% of the DV

in our bones and teeth.

of vitamin D contains

In addition to building

100 IU of the vitamin.

bones and keeping them

Supplements and
Medications

healthy, calcium helps
blood clot, nerves send

protect their skin.

from the harmful effects

Probably the most im-

of the sun. Because of

portant factor which lim-

the

its the ability of the skin

staying in the sun, many

to make vitamin D is the

people need to get vita-

use of sunscreen and

min D from other sourc-

sun-block. Even an SPF

es.

(sun protection factor) of

Food

8 reduces the production

Vitamin D is naturally

of vitamin D by 95 per-

available in only a few

cent.

foods. It is very difficult

These

products

help protect the skin

cancer

risk

from

to get all the vitamin D
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called ergocalciferol.

People

Sources of Vitamin D

make more vitamin D

There are three ways to

than people with darker

get vitamin D:

skin. People who live in

Sunlight

higher latitudes such as

* Food

New York, as opposed to

* Supplements and medi-

lower latitudes such as

cations

Florida, may get less vi-

Our skin makes vitamin D

tamin D from sunlight.

from the ultra-violet light

Window glass and air

(UVB rays) in sunlight.

pollution also decrease

Our body is able to store

the amount of vitamin D

the vitamin and use it lat-

that our skin can make.

er. The amount of vitamin

People who are house-

D our skin makes de-

bound and do not get

pends on time of day,

outside are unable to

season, latitude, skin pig-

make vitamin D from the

mentation and other fac-

sun. As adults age, the

tors. Depending on where

ability to make vitamin D

we live, vitamin D produc-

also decreases.

tion may decrease or be

Because

completely absent during

about skin cancer, many

the winter. It is difficult to

people stay out of the

measure the amount of

sun, cover up with cloth-

vitamin D that our skin

ing and use either sun-

makes.

screen or sun-block to

with

of

fair

skin

concerns

enough vitamin D, they can

800 International Units

lose bone. Studies show

(IU) of vitamin D every

that people with low levels

day, and that adults age

of vitamin D have lower

50 and older get 800 -

bone density or bone mass.

1,000 IU of vitamin D

They are also more likely to

every day. Some people

break bones when they are

may need more vitamin

older.

D. According to the Insti-

Severe vitamin D deficiency

tute of Medicine (IOM),

can cause a disease known

the safe upper limit of vi-

as osteomalacia where the

tamin D is 4,000 IU per

bones become soft. In chil-

day for most adults.

dren, this is known as rick-

There are two types of

ets. These two conditions

vitamin D supplements.

are different from osteopor-

They are vitamin D2 and

osis.

vitamin D3. Previous research suggested that

National
Osteoporosis Foundation (NOF) Recommendations
for Vitamin D

vitamin D3 was a better

The National Osteoporo-

are

sis

(NOF)

bone health. Vitamin D3

recommends that adults

is also called cholecalcif-

under age 50 get 400 -

erol. Vitamin D2 is also

Foundation

choice than vitamin D2.
However,

more

recent

studies show that vitamin D3 and vitamin D2
equally

good

for
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what we know:

bones.

Coffee

tea.

The carbonation in soft

These drinks naturally

drinks does not cause

contain

Caf-

any harm to bone. The

de-

caffeine and phosphor-

crease calcium absorp-

ous commonly found in

tion by a small amount.

colas may contribute to

Drinking more than three

bone loss. Like calcium,

cups of coffee every day

phosphorous is a part of

may be harmful to bone

the bones. It is listed as

health. If someone en-

an ingredient in colas,

joys drinking coffee and

some other soft drinks

tea, he/she can help to

and processed foods as

make up for any calcium

phosphoric acid.

loss by getting enough

Vitamin D
Bone Health

feine

and
caffeine.

appears

to

calcium to meet his/her
,
body s needs.

Soft drinks.

Vitamin D plays an im-

Some

portant role in protecting

studies suggest that co-

our bones. Our body re-

las, but not other soft

quires vitamin D to ab-

drinks,

sorb calcium. Children

are

associated
While

need vitamin D to build

more research will help us

strong bones, and adults

to better understand the

need it to keep bones

link between soft drinks

strong

and bone health, here is

When people do not get

with
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and

bone

loss.

and

healthy.

,
just shouldn t be counted as sources of calcium.

Wheat bran.

take them two or more
hours before or after eat,
ing 100% wheat bran. It s

Wheat

still important to eat fi-

bran contains high lev-

ber-rich foods, many of

els of phytates which

which do not interfere

can prevent our body

with calcium absorption.

from absorbing calcium.
100% wheat bran is the

Drinks and Bone
Health Alcohol.

only food that appears to

Drinking heavily can lead

reduce the absorption of

to bone loss. Many peo-

calcium in other foods

ple who drink too much

eaten at the same time.

do not get enough cal-

For example, when we

cium. Drinking may also
,
lower our body s calcium

have

milk

and

wheat

bran cereal together, our

supply.

body can absorb some,

much alcohol is bad for

but not all, of the cal-

our overall health and

cium from the milk.

can make us more likely

We do not know exactly

to fall and break bones.

how much calcium is

Coffee,

lost

have

drinks

(sodas).

100% wheat bran and

people

are

calcium together. If you

that certain nutrients and

take

substances

when

you

calcium

supple-

ments, you may want to

Drinking

tea

and

too

soft
Some

concerned
in

these

drinks are harmful to
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for several hours and

bones.

then cooking them in

Salty

fresh water. In addition

foods that have a lot of

to calcium, beans con-

salt (sodium) causes our

tain

body to lose calcium and

magnesium,

fiber

Eating

and other nutrients.

can lead to bone loss.

Meat and other
high
protein
foods.

Try to limit the amount of

Getting enough protein is

added to the foods you

important for bone health

eat each day. To learn if

and overall health. The

a food is high in sodium,

amount of protein needed

look

each day is about 5 ounces
,
for women and 5 ounces

Facts label.

for men. However, special
high

95

foods.

protein

diets

can

processed

foods,

canned foods and salt

at

the

Nutrition

Spinach and other foods with oxalates.

cause the body to lose cal-

,
Our body doesn t absorb

cium. We can make up for

calcium well from foods

this loss by getting enough
,
calcium for our body s

that are high in oxalates

needs. For example dairy

ach. Other foods with oxa-

products, although high in

lates are rhubarb, beet

protein, also contain cal-

greens and certain beans.

cium that is important for

These foods contain other

healthy

healthy nutrients; they

(oxalic acid) such as spin-

trients. If not, we may

tween eating fruits and

need to take multivita-

vegetables

mins or supplements. we

health.

cannot get all of the vita-

Beans (legumes).

mins and minerals our

Pinto beans, navy beans,

body needs by taking

peas and other beans

supplements, which is
,
why it s important to eat
,
at least 1 cups of fruits

are high in substances

and two cups of vegeta-

ability to absorb the cal-

bles every day.

cium that is contained in

More research studies

beans. We can reduce

will help us to better un-

the

derstand

soaking beans in water

the

link

be-

and

bone

called phytates. Phytates
,
interfere with our body s

phytate

level

by
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Fruits and vegetables.

plantains, potatoes, sweet

Several

and raisins.

studies

linked higher intakes of

Potassium.

fruits

vegetables

include tomato products,

with better bone health.

raisins, potatoes, spinach,

It is not entirely clear

sweet potatoes, papaya,

why fruits and vegeta-

oranges, orange juice, ba-

bles

nanas,

and

promote

healthy

Sources

plantains

and

bones. Some scientists

prunes.

believe that fruits and

Vitamin C. Sources in-

vegetables contain cer-

clude red peppers, green

tain nutrients that are

peppers, oranges, grape-

beneficial

bones.

fruits, broccoli, strawber-

Some examples of these

ries, brussels sprouts, pa-

nutrients are:

paya and pineapples.

Calcium.

Sources in-

Vitamin K. Sources in-

clude collard greens, tur-

clude certain dark green

nip greens, kale, okra,

leafy vegetables such as

Chinese cabbage, dan-

kale, collard greens, spin-

delion greens, mustard

ach, mustard greens, tur-

greens and broccoli.

nip greens and brussels

Magnesium.

sprouts.

for

Sourc-

es include spinach, beet

If we eat a well-balanced

greens,

diet, we should be getting

products,
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have

potatoes, collard greens

okra,

tomato

artichokes,

enough

of

these

nu-

cery store usually has vi-

mackerel, tuna and sar-

tamin D added to it. This
,
means it s fortified with

dines are other ways to

vitamin D. Some other

Fortified foods. Calcium

dairy products are forti-

and vitamin D are some-

fied with vitamin D, but

times added to certain

many of them are not.

brands of juices, break-

Fish.

fast foods, soy milk, rice

Canned sardines

get vitamin D.

and salmon (with bones)

milk,

cereals,

snacks

are good ways to get cal-

and breads. These foods

cium. You can also get

can help us get more cal-

calcium

from

eating

cium and vitamin D in

canned

shrimp.

Fatty

our diet.

fish such as salmon,
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How

food

affect your bone
health
Certain foods can
affect our bones.
Dr. Eman Rebhi

cheese are good choices. If someone like these
,
foods, it s an easy way
,
to get calcium. It s important to try to get
enough calcium from the

Learning

about

these

foods you eat. When our

foods can help us make

diet

healthier food choices

enough calcium for our
,
body s needs, calcium is

every day.

does

not

have

taken from our bones.

Dairy products
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Vitamin D is also impor-

Dairy products are high

tant because it helps our

in calcium. Low-fat and

body use calcium. The

non-fat milk, yogurt and

milk we buy in the gro-

that may have changed

ment, and Criminal In-

the regulatory status of

vestigations,

the issues discussed in

Letter Close-Out Letter

the letter.

Program" Accessed 06

The Freedom of Infor-

"Warning

July 2010.

mation Act (FOIA) re-

3-FDA: Freedom of Infor-

quires publicly accessi-

mation Accessed 06 July

ble "electronic reading

2010.

rooms"

with

agency

FOIA response materials
and other information to
be routinely available to
the public, with electronic search and indexing
features.
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1-FDA: Regulatory Procedures Manual, "Exhibit
4-1 Procedures for Clearing FDA Warning Letters
and Untitled Letters" Accessed 06 July 2010.
2-FDA:
Compliance,

Inspections,
Enforce
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Warning Letter. For ex-

Warning Letters issued

ample:

on or after September 1,

1. The product is adulter-

2009.

ated under Section 402
(a)(3) or 402(a)(4) of the

Public access to
Warning Letters

Act;

Warning

2. There is a violation of

made available under the

cGMP;

Freedom of Information

3. The product contains

(FOI) Office. Published

illegal

letters are redacted or

pesticide

resi-

are

dues; or

edited to remove confi-

4. The product shows

dential information. Re-

short

sub-

dacted copies will not in-

super-

clude "bcc" information,

contents,

potency,

or

potency.

or the "credit page" related
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Letters

to

drafting

se-

Warning
Letter
close-out letter

quence, etc.

After the FDA has com-

parties reading Warning

pleted an evaluation of

Letters

corrective

that matters described in

actions

via

It is important to third
to

understand

follow-up inspection, it

FDA

may issue a Warning

may have been subject

Letter

letter

to subsequent interac-

("close-out letter"). This

tion between FDA and

procedure applies to

the recipient of the letter

close-out

Warning

Letters

tives

2. The violation is inten-

As there is no legal re-

tional or flagrant;

quirement for the FDA to

3. The violation presents

warn individuals or firms

a reasonable possibility

that they or their prod-

of injury or death;

ucts are in violation of

4. The violations are in-

the law before taking en-

tentional and willful acts

forcement

that

action,

a

once

having

oc-

Warning Letter is not a

curred cannot be retract-

required prerequisite to

ed. Also, such a felony

taking enforcement ac-

violation does not re-

tion. The FDA further as-

quire prior notice. There-

serts that there are egre-

fore, Title 18 U.S.C. 1001

gious

circumstances

violations are not suita-

when issuing a Warning

ble for inclusion in Warn-

Letter is not appropriate,

ing Letters; and,

and it will then take im-

5. When adequate notice

mediate enforcement ac-

has been given by other

tion. These include:

means and the violations

1. The violation reflects a

have not been corrected,

pattern of conduct of a

or are continuing.

substantially similar na-

In certain situations, the

ture during which time

agency may also take

the individual and/or firm

other actions as an alter-

has been notified of vio-

native to, or concurrent-

lation;

ly with, the issuance of a
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During any subsequent

prosecution.

inspection, FDA investigators are expected to

Special types of
Warning Letters

verify overall complete-

Joint Warning Letters

ness and effectiveness

The FDA and the Federal

of

actions.

Trade Commission (FTC) is-

The timing of a subse-

sued their first joint Warn-

quent investigation may

ing Letter on October 15,

be expedited or routine,

2009. It was issued to a web

as determined by the is-

site marketing fraudulent

suing office. Should vio-

supplements.

corrective

lations be observed duror

through

Cyber
Letters

means,

enforce-

"Cyber" Warning Letters

ment action(s) may be

are Warning Letters sent

taken without further no-

via the Internet to web sites

tice. Additional enforce-

that offer to sell online pre-

ment actions (sequential

scription drugs that may be

or concurrent) available

illegal. These letters warn

to the FDA to achieve

that they may be engaged

correction are product

in illegal activities and in-

recall,

injunc-

forms them of the laws that

tion, administrative de-

govern prescription drug

tention, civil money pen-

sales.

alties

Warning Letter alterna

ing

a

inspection
other
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subsequent

seizure,

and/or

Warning

Counsel (OCC). The lead

timely response to Direct

center is responsible for

Reference Warning Let-

bringing

Warning

ters and those issued as

Letter through the re-

a result of foreign in-

view process, including

spections, the District or

the review and incorpo-

Center can presume con-

ration of comments as

currence and may send

appropriate from the oth-

the Warning Letter out

er involved entities.

without additional input

the

from the OCC.

Office of the Chief
Council (OCC) re- Follow up inspecview
tions
Deputy Secretary of the De-

For a CBER Warning Letter,

partment of Health and Hu-

a follow-up inspection will

man Services directed on

be scheduled to occur ap-

November 29, 2001, that the

proximately 30 days after

FDA submits all Warning

the response to the Warn-

Letters to the OCC prior to

ing Letter is received to de-

their issuance so that they

termine the adequacy of the

can be reviewed for legal

reported corrective actions.

sufficiency and consisten-

If corrective action has not

cy with Agency policy. The

been made or the firm has

OCC has 15 working days

failed to respond, the dis-

to complete its review. If

trict will consider suitable

the OCC fails to make a

follow-up.
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3. Bioresearch Monitor-

ing active pharmaceuti-

ing Program violations;

cal ingredients and other

and

drug component manu-

4. Product advertising vi-

facturing deficiencies;

olations."

7. CGMP charges involv-

CDER requires their re-

ing all dosage forms, in-

view for additional types

cluding medical gases;

of violations, which are:

8. CGMP charges involv-

1. "New drug charges -

ing inspections of facili-

including

unapproved

ties for therapeutic bio-

changes in processes or

logic products regulated

formulations and recom-

by CDER; and

mendations to withhold

9. Pharmacy compound-

approvals

ing issues."

of

applica-

tions or supplements;
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2. Adverse drug experi-

Lead center

ence

When the issues in a

reporting

viola-

tions;

Warning Letter require

3. Novel and unusual

review by more than one

tamper-evident

center, a "lead center" is

packag-

ing violations;

designated.

4. Prescription Drug Mar-

center is responsible for

keting Act violations;

communication with the

5. Investigational drug

other involved center(s),

use violations;

the

6. CGMP charges involv

FDA's Office of Chief

district,

The

and

lead

the

tions. In the case of

usually will not be is-

Warning Letters being

sued if the agency finds

considered for products

that corrective actions

offered for sale through

are implemented, ade-

internet web sites, cor-

quate, and that the viola-

rective action to remove

tions that would have

claims or inactivate the

supported the Warning

website is easily reversi-

Letter have been correct-

ble, and should be care-

ed.

fully considered, along

Center review

with the other factors

Warning letters with the

above,

determining

following violations are

whether or not to issue a

required to be reviewed

Warning Letter. Warning

by their respective FDA

Letters for, or involving,

Center (e.g. Center for

internet

Drug Evaluation and Re-

in

web

sites

should be issued in as

search (CDER) :

close proximity as possi-

1. "All labeling violations

ble to the time when the

- except where specific

claims

ob-

guidance has been pro-

served, and reference to

vided, e.g., Compliance

the date on which the

Programs,

claims

Policy Guides, and Drug

were

were

last

observed

Compliance

should be included in

Health Fraud Bulletins;

the letter."

2. Computer application

Also, a Warning Letter

and software violations;
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although a written prom-

corrective

ise to take prompt cor-

dresses the specific vio-

rective

lations,

action,

in

the

action
related

adviola-

right context, can result

tions, related products

in a decision to not issue

or facilities, and con-

a Warning Letter. The

tains provisions for mon-

potentially

itoring and review to en-

influencing

factors are:

sure effectiveness and

* "The firm's compliance

prevent recurrence;

history, e.g., a history of

* "Whether documenta-

serious

or

tion of the corrective ac-

failure to prevent the re-

tion was provided to en-

currence of violations;

able

* "The nature of the vio-

undertake an informed

lation, e.g., a violation

evaluation;

that the firm was aware

* "Whether the timeframe

of (was evident or dis-

for the corrective action

covered) but failed to

is

correct;

whether actual progress

* "The risk associated

has been made in accor-

with the product and the

dance

impact of the violations

frame; and,

on such risk;

* "Whether the corrective

* "The overall adequacy

action

of the firm's corrective

sustained

action and whether the

with the law or regula

violations,

the

agency

appropriate

with

the

taken

to

and

time-

ensures

compliance

tion, seizure and injunc-

planation of each step

tion. Other federal agen-

being taken to prevent

cies may take this Warn-

the recurrence of viola-

ing Letter into account

tions, as well as copies

when

of

considering

the

related

documenta-

award of contracts. [If

tion. If you cannot com-

cGMP Violations are cit-

plete corrective action

ed:

within

Additionally,

FDA

fifteen

working

may withhold approval

days, state the reason

of requests for export

for the delay and the

certificates, or approval

time within which you

of pending new drug ap-

will complete the correc-

plications listing your fa-

tion. [If you no longer

cility as a [supplier or

manufacture or market

manufacturer] until the

____,

above violations are cor-

should so indicate, in-

rected. A re-inspection

cluding the reasons that,

may be necessary.]

and the date on which,

your

response

you ceased production”
"Within fifteen working
letter, please notify this

Avoiding a Warning Letter

office in writing of the

Ongoing

specific steps that you

corrective actions gener-

have taken to correct vi-

ally do not prevent re-

olations. Include an ex

ceiving a Warning Letter,

days of receipt of this

or

promised
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sponse recipient

ed to be an all-inclusive

The Warning Letter will

statement of violations

specify a designated dis-

that exist [at your facili-

trict or center official to

ty/in

whom

your product(s)]. You are

the

response

should be addressed

connection

with

responsible for investigating and determining

Issuer

the causes of the viola-

The entity issuing the

tions

Warning Letter will be

and for preventing their

identified, whether the

recurrence or the occur-

district director, division

rence of other violations.

director, or higher agen-

It is your responsibility

cy official.

to assure that [you/your

Standardized
closing text

firm] comply[ies] with all

For drug Warning Let-

law and FDA regulations.

identified

above

requirements of federal

ters, the information in
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the above sections will

"You should take prompt

be in closing paragraphs

action to correct the vio-

as follows (bold type in-

lations cited in this let-

dicates optional/alternative

ter. Failure to promptly

language to be used as

correct these violations

appropriate):

may result in legal action

"The violations cited in

without

this letter are not intend

including, without limita

further

notice,

vestigators,

sponsors,

tions related to the sub-

and monitors involved in

ject devices have been

clinical trials) that, "Fed-

corrected.

eral agencies are ad-

Instructions for the re-

vised of all Warning Let-

sponse

ters about devices so

Instructions, as appro-

that they may take this

priate, will be provided

information into account

stating that the response

when

includes: "each step that

considering

the

award of contracts.

has been or will be taken

And for device Warning

to completely correct the

Letters

current violations and to

that

include

cGMP violations:

prevent

"Additionally, premarket

tions;

approval applications for

1. the time within which

Class

correction will be com-

III

devices

to

similar

viola-

which the Quality Sys-

pleted;

tem

devia-

2. any reason the correc-

tions are reasonably re-

tive action has not been

lated

completed within the re-

regulation
will

not

be

approved until the viola-

sponse time; and

tions have been correct-

3.

ed. Requests for Certifi-

necessary to show that

cates

correction

to

Foreign

any

documentation
has

been

Governments will not be

achieved

granted until the viola

Identification of the re
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request corrections and

Impact

a written response with-

For drug Warning Letters

in a specific period after

(except those issued to

receipt of the letter, usu-

Institutional

ally fifteen (15) working

Board (IRBs), clinical in-

days. At the district's

vestigators,

discretion, the recipient

and monitors involved in

may be offered an oppor-

clinical trials), there will

tunity to discuss the let-

be a statement regarding

ter with district officials

the implications for the

or,

award of federal con-

when

appropriate,

with center officials.

sponsors,

tracts. If current Good
Manufacturing

Warning statement

Review

Practice

(cGMP) violations are cited, the statement will be
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There will be a warning

regarding the potential

statement that failure to

impact on requests for

achieve prompt correc-

approval of export certif-

tion may result in en-

icates and drug applica-

forcement action without

tions

further notice. While ex-

Additional impact for de-

amples of such actions

vice manufacturers

may be included, there

There will be a statement

will not be any commit-

in device Warning Let-

ment that enforcement

ters (except those is-

action will be taken.

sued to IRBs, clinical in

Addressees
The

Warning

Inspection details
Letter

The dates of the inspec-

should be addressed to

tion and a description of

the highest known offi-

the violative condition

cial in the firm that in-

practice, or product in

cludes the facility that

brief but sufficient detail

was inspected, and a

to provide the respon-

copy should be sent to

dent the opportunity to

the highest known offi-

take appropriate correc-

cial at the specific facili-

tive actions, include cita-

ty that was inspected. If

tion of the section of the

a

response

law and, where applica-

from other officials is ex-

ble, the regulation violat-

pected by the FDA, they

ed. Unlike the Form FDA

may be included as ad-

483, the Warning Letter

dressees. Districts will

will cite regulatory refer-

routinely provide copies

ences for each violation.

of Warning Letters to ap-

Promised corrections

propriate state agencies.

The

Suitable notations (e.g.,

should acknowledge cor-

cc, or copy sent to)

rections promised dur-

should be used in the

ing

letter and identify each

provided to the district

person by name, title,

in a written response.

and, if appropriate, ad-

Response request

dress.

The Warning Letter will

separate

Warning

the

Letter

inspection

or
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lishments will voluntarily

CMS for submitting the

comply

law.

proposed Warning Let-

When departures are ob-

ter, the Form FDA 483

served the FDA gives an

that supports the alleged

organization an opportu-

violations, the Establish-

nity to take voluntary

ment Inspection Report

and prompt corrective

(EIR), and any written re-

action before it initiates

sponse by the firm.

an enforcement action. A

Warning Letter content

step in this process, de-

The elements listed be-

pending on the nature of

low

the violation, is to issue

Warning Letters:

a Warning Letter, which

Title

also serves to establish

The Warning Letter will

"prior notice."

have the words "WARN-

The agency has a com-

ING LETTER" at the top.

puter application called

Delivery

the Compliance Manage-

Warning Letters should

ment System (CMS) that

be sent to ensure over-

is used for electronically

night delivery and re-

submitting Warning Let-

ceipt of delivery (e.g., re-

ter

recommendations

turn receipt requested,

from district offices to

FedEx) should be docu-

FDA Centers. All recom-

mented. The mode of de-

mendations by the dis-

livery will be stated upon

trict offices must use the

the Warning Letter.

with

the

are

common

to

i.e., those that may actu-

by state personnel. A

ally lead to an enforce-

Warning Letter is consid-

ment action if the docu-

ered by the agency to be

mented

are

informal and advisory.

not promptly and ade-

While it communicates

quately

A

the agency's position on

Warning Letter is one of

a matter, it does not

the Agency?s principal

commit the FDA to tak-

means

achieving

ing enforcement action.

prompt voluntary com-

For these reasons, the

pliance with the Act.

FDA does not consider

While violations are gen-

Warning Letters to be fi-

erally

nal actions on which it

violations
corrected.

of

determined

through the FDA's own

can be sued.

inspections,

can

The US FDA expects that

also be issued based

most individuals, firms,

upon evidence obtained

and government estab

they
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FDA
Warning Letter

cally, a Warning Letter
notifies a responsible in-

Eng. Bassam Qaisieh
Acdima

dividual or firm that the
Agency considers one or
more products, practices, processes, or other

Introduction

activities to be in viola-

The US FDA defines a

tion of the Federal Food,

Warning Letter as "a cor-

Drug, and Cosmetic Act,

respondence that noti-

its implementing regula-

fies regulated industry

tions and other federal

about

statutes.

that

Warning

Let-

documented

ters should only be is-

during its inspections or

sued for violations of

investigations.” Typi

regulatory significance,

FDA
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violations
has

116

tation of any benefit. In

clinical trials seek pa-

most other trials, howev-

tients who have a specif-

er, patients are not paid,

ic disease or medical

in order to ensure that

condition. Depending on

their motivation for par-

the kind of participants

ticipating is the hope of

required,

getting better or contrib-

clinical trials use various

uting to medical knowl-

recruitment

edge, without their judg-

including patient data-

ment being skewed by

bases, newspaper and

financial considerations.

radio

However, they are often

flyers, posters in places

given

payments

the patients might go

for study-related expens-

(such as doctor's offic-

es like travel or as com-

es), and personal recruit-

pensation for their time

ment

in providing follow-up in-

patients

formation

tors.

small

about

their

health after they are discharged

from

medical

care.
Participating in a clinical
trial:
Phase 0 and Phase I
drug trials seek healthy
volunteers. Most other
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sponsors

of

strategies,

advertisements,

of
by

subjects/
investiga-

such as the U.S. National

company or a national

Institutes of Health offer

health agency, investiga-

grants to investigators

tors are almost always

who design clinical trials

paid

that attempt to answer

These amounts can be

research questions that

small, just covering a

interest the agency. In

partial

salary

these cases, the investi-

search

assistants

gator

who

writes

the

the cost of any supplies

grant

and

administers

(usually the case with

the study acts as the

national health agency

sponsor,

coordi-

studies), or be substan-

collection

tial and include 'over-

from any other sites.

head' that allows the in-

These other sites may or

vestigator

may not be paid for par-

research

ticipating in the study,

times in between clinical

depending

trials.

nates

and

data

on

the

to

participate.

to

for

pay

staff

reand

the

during

amount of the grant and

Subjects/Patients:

the amount of effort ex-

In Phase I drug trials;

pected from them.

participants are paid be-

Investigators:

cause they give up their

Many clinical trials do

time (sometimes away

not involve any money.

from their homes) and

However,

are exposed to unknown

when

the

sponsor is a private

risks, without the expec
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proved for medical use.

* Study materials and

Clinical trials follow a

shipping.

standardized process.

*

The costs to a pharma-

the local researchers, in-

ceutical company of ad-

cluding onsite monitor-

ministering a Phase III or

ing by the CRO before

IV clinical trial may in-

and (in some cases) mul-

clude, among others:

tiple times during the

*

Manufacturing

the

Communication

with

study.

drug(s)/device(s) tested.

* One or more investiga-

* Staff salaries for the

tor training meetings.

designers and adminis-

* Costs incurred by the

trators of the trial.

local researchers such

* Payments to the con-

as pharmacy fees, IRB

tract research organiza-

fees and postage.

tion, the site manage-

* Any payments to pa-

ment

(if

tients enrolled in the trial

used) and any outside

(all payments are strictly

consultants.

overseen by the IRBs to

Payments to local re- ×

ensure that patients do

searchers

their

not feel coerced to take

staffs) for their time and

part in the trial by overly

effort in recruiting pa-

attractive payments)

tients

These costs are incurred

organization

and

(and

collecting

data for the sponsor.

over several years.
National health agencies
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* If a clinical trial con-

see if they were correctly

cerns a new regulated

following study proce-

drug or medical device

dures. This audit may be

(or an existing drug for a

random, or for cause

new purpose), the appro-

(because the investiga-

priate regulatory agency

tor is suspected of fraud-

for each country where

ulent

the sponsor wishes to

countries have different

sell the drug or device is

regulatory requirements

supposed to review all

and enforcement abili-

study data before allow-

ties. An estimated 40

ing the drug/device to

percent of all clinical

proceed

trials now take place in

to

the

next

data).

Different

phase, or to be market-

Asia,

ed. However, if the spon-

central and south Ameri-

sor withholds negative

ca.

data, or misrepresents

Economics:

data it has acquired from

Sponsor:

clinical trials, the regula-

The cost of a study de-

tory agency may make

pends on many factors,

the wrong decision.

especially the number of

* In the U.S., the FDA can

sites that are conducting

audit the files of local

the study, the number of

site investigators after

patients

they have finished par-

whether the study treat-

ticipating in a study, to

ment

Eastern

is

Europe,

required,
already

and
ap
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study staff at all loca-

ments. In this case, and

tions is responsible for

where there is no inde-

informing the coordinat-

pendent sponsor, each

ing investigator of any-

local

thing unexpected.

submits the study proto-

* The local investigator

col, the consent(s), the

is responsible for being

data

collection

forms,

truthful to the local IRB

and

supporting

docu-

in

mentation to the local

all

communications

investigator

relating to the study.

IRB.

IRB:

most hospitals have in-

Approval by an IRB, or

house IRBs.

ethics board, is neces-

* The IRB scrutinizes the

sary before all but the

study for both medical

most informal medical

safety and protection of

research can begin.

the subjects/patients in-

* In commercial clinical

volved in the study, be-

trials, the study protocol

fore it allows the re-

is not approved by an

searcher to begin the

IRB before the sponsor

study.

recruits sites to conduct

changes in study proce-

the trial. However, the

dures or in the explana-

study protocol and pro-

tions given to the sub-

cedures have been tail-

jects/patient.

ored to fit generic IRB

Regulatory agencies:

submission
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site

require

Universities

It

may

and

require

cian

investigator

lieves

that

the

be-

* The local investigators

study

are responsible for re-

treatment may be harm-

viewing

ing

the

event reports sent by the

study, the investigator

sponsor. (These adverse

can stop participating at

event reports contain the

any time.

opinion of both the in-

* The local investigators

vestigator

are responsible for con-

where the adverse event

ducting the study ac-

occurred, and the spon-

cording to the study pro-

sor, regarding the rela-

tocol, and supervising

tionship of the adverse

the study staff through-

event to the study treat-

out the duration of the

ments). The local investi-

study.

gators are responsible

* The local investigator or

for making an indepen-

his/her study staff are re-

dent judgment of these

sponsible for ensuring that

reports, and promptly in-

potential subjects in the

forming the local IRB of

study understand the risks

all serious and study-

and potential benefits of

treatment-related

participating in the study;

verse events.

in other words, that they (or

* When a local investiga-

their legally authorized rep-

tor is the sponsor, there

resentatives) give truly in-

may not be formal ad-

formed consent.

verse event reports, but

subjects

in

all

at

adverse

the

site

ad-
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seems to be causing un-

tential subjects of the

expected

study-

true risks and potential

related serious adverse

benefits of participating

events.

in the study, while at the

* The sponsor is respon-

same

sible for collecting ad-

the material as briefly as

verse event reports from

possible and in ordinary

all site investigators in

language. FDA regula-

the study, and for in-

tions and ICH guidelines

forming all the investiga-

both require that “ the in-

tors of the sponsor's

formation that is given to

judgment as to whether

the subject or the repre-

these

events

sentative shall be in lan-

were related or not relat-

guage understandable to

ed to the study treat-

the subject or the repre-

ment. This is an area

sentative." If the partici-

where

can

pant's native language is

slant their judgment to

not English, the sponsor

favor the study treat-

must translate the in-

ment.

formed consent into the

* The sponsor and the lo-

participant language.

cal site investigators are

Local site investigators:

jointly

for

* A physician's first duty

writing a site-specific in-

is to his/her subjects/

formed consent that ac-

patients, and if a physi

and

adverse

sponsors

responsible

curately informs the po

123

time

presenting

women, and/or women

* The sponsor is respon-

who become pregnant

sible for monitoring the

during

In

results of the study as

some cases the male

they come in from the

partners of these women

various sites, as the trial

are also excluded or re-

proceeds. In larger clini-

quired to take birth con-

cal trials, a sponsor will

trol measures.

use the services of a

* Throughout the clinical

Data Monitoring Commit-

trial, the sponsor is re-

tee (DMC, known in the

sponsible for accurately

U.S. as a Data Safety

informing the local site

Monitoring Board). This

investigators of the true

is an independent group

historical safety record

of clinicians and statisti-

of the drug, device or

cians. The DMC meets

other medical treatments

periodically to review the

to be tested, and of any

unblinded data that the

potential interactions of

sponsor has received so

the

treatment(s)

far. The DMC has the

with already approved

power to recommend ter-

medical treatments. This

mination of the study

allows the local investi-

based on their review,

gators to make an in-

for example if the study

formed

treatment

the

study

study.

judgment

on

is

causing

whether to participate in

more deaths than the

the study or not.

standard treatment, or
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main functions is ensur-

guidelines aim to ensure

ing that potential sub-

that the "rights, safety

jects/patients

and well being of trial

ade-

quately informed about

subjects are protected".

the clinical trial. If the pa-

Safety:

tient is unable to con-

Responsibility

sent for him/herself, re-

safety of the subjects in

searchers

a clinical trial is shared

can

seek

for

the

consent from the sub-

between

ject/patient's legally au-

the local site investiga-

thorized representative.

tors (if different from the

The local IRB must certi-

sponsor),

fy researchers and their

IRBs that supervise the

staff

can

study, and (in some cas-

trials.

es, if the study involves

They must understand

a marketable drug or de-

the local subject/patient

vice)

privacy law and good

agency for the country

clinical practice. Interna-

where the drug or device

tional Conference of Har-

will be sold.

monization

Sponsor:

before

conduct
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are

they

clinical

Guidelines

the

the

sponsor,

the

various

regulatory
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